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Loving to read as a strategist

1. Prelude

2. Philosophy, Rationale and Objectives

3. Historic roots of reading

4. Once upon a time write and read 
tied the knot

5. Gutenberg´s Legacy

6. Reading in the XX century

7. Reading trends of today

8. Contexts of reading

9. What is to read

10. How do we learn to read

11. When do we read

12. What to read

13. Why to read

14. We are what we read

15. Is reading the same as learning

16. The reading brain of the kids

17. Who enjoys reading

Outline per Episodes
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17. If you don´t like to read

18. The business of reading

19. Publishing industries and the 
Internet (Part A)

• Substitutes of reading

20. Publishing Industries and the 
Internet (Part B)

21. The Information that we read

22. Reading as a need/want, as a 
tradition or as a fashion?

23. Reading as leisure

24. Reading and NAIQIs

25. Libraries matter

26. The core of the strategist mind

27. Reading content as a strategist

28. Becoming a strategist since kindergarten

29. Research agenda for the next 15 years

30. Summary and conclusions
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Eleonora Escalante Strategy has decided to offer 5 bonus content subjects 

that weren´t consider initially in our outline.

1. Bonus 1: Reading/printing during times of the Protestant Reformation.

2. Bonus 2: Reading during the Renaissance. 

3. Bonus 3: Reading during the Enlightenment. 

4. Bonus 4: Newspapers commencement. 

5. Bonus 5: What happened during the first 

industrial revolution?. 

• We have included the subject “Substitutes of reading” in episode 19.

• We decided to segment the episode “Publishing industries and the 

internet” in two sections: Episode 19 and Episode 20.

• Look at the new outline after these adjustments. 

• Thank you!

To be revealed between 

from 1 to15 of January 2023.
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Timeline

Loving to read as a strategist

December 2022

SUN MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT
1 2

Episode 24
Reading and NAIQIs

3

4 5 6

Episode 25
Libraries Matter

7 8 9

Episode 26
The core of the strategist 

mind

10

11 12 13

Episode 27
Reading Content as a 

strategist

14 15 16

Episode 28
Becoming a strategist 

since kindergarten

17

18 19 20

Episode 29
Research agenda on 

reading for next 15 years

21 22 23

Episode 30
Summary and 

Conclusions

24

Our

vacations

begins

25 26 27 28 29 30 31
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Our next saga: “The Ocean Race 2023 Strategy Regatta” as of January 15th, 2023 
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From the book: Willis, J. “How Your Child Learns Best: Brain-Friendly Strategies You Can Use to Ignite 

Your Child's Learning and Increase School Success”, Sourcebooks, Inc. 2008. 

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/how-your-child-learns-best-judy-willis/1103657974

Helping your child to turn information into knowledge occurs mainly because of three 
brain structures (of components). 

Reticular Activating

System (RAS)

Amygdala Dopamine

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/how-your-child-learns-best-judy-willis/1103657974
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From the book: Willis, J. “How Your Child Learns Best: Brain-Friendly Strategies You Can Use to Ignite 

Your Child's Learning and Increase School Success”, Sourcebooks, Inc. 2008. 

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/how-your-child-learns-best-judy-willis/1103657974

Helping your child to turn information into knowledge occurs mainly because of three 
brain structures (of components). 

Reticular Activating

System (RAS)

Amygdala Dopamine

• First filter of sensory 

information.

• It is the brain´s sensory 

switchboard

• Sets the state of arousal and 

vigilance to the brain

• It receives sensory 

information and filters to 

turn-on learning

• It is responsive to novelty, 

surprise, color, unexpected 

events, discovery

• Second filter of information 

coming from the RAS.

• Amygdala is part of the emotion-

processing limbic system network

• Sensory data from the senses pass 

through the limbic system 

(amygdala and hippocampus), 

structures called emotional filters

• When children are stressed, 

amygdala directs information to  

the reactive non-thinking part of 

the brain. 

• If a child is relaxed, comfortable or 

interested, the amygdala directs 

information to the reflective, 

thinking brain.

• Dopamine is one of the most 

important neurotransmitters.

• It is a brain chemical that carry 

information across (synapses) the 

nerves.

• The brain releases dopamine when 

the experience is pleasing. 

• Dopamine release increases attentive 

focus and memory formation

• Learning activities that induce 

dopamine are: physical movement, 

personal interest connections, social 

interactions, music, novelty, natural 

exploration, sense of achievement, 

intrinsic reward, choice, play and 

humor.

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/how-your-child-learns-best-judy-willis/1103657974
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From the book: Willis, J. “How Your Child Learns Best: Brain-Friendly Strategies You Can Use to Ignite 

Your Child's Learning and Increase School Success”, Sourcebooks, Inc. 2008. 

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/how-your-child-learns-best-judy-willis/1103657974

“Learning promotes learning”.  According to Julie Willis, in order to build better brains, 
there are two main essential brain processes linked to learning. 

Patterning-Prediction Neuroplasticity

• Neuroplasticity is a physical reshaping of the 

brain in response to life experiences and 

mental manipulation of information.

• It occurs when our brain adds new memories

by linking new information into existing

memory networks.

• That is how humans can prune unused 

connections between neurons that are not 

utilized, to give space to the construction of 

more connections used.

• Neuroplasticity permits neural connections for 

greater potential and perfection on learning. 

The brain becomes efficient in retrieving long-

term memory, repeating actions for high-

quality practice.

• Each brain-strengthening process paves the

way for the next success.

• Patterning refers to the meaningful 

organization, prioritization, coding and 

categorization of information in the 

brain. 

• Patterning occurs when the brain

searches for any regularly repeated 

arrangements of stored information in 

neural networks and make meaning  of 

it.

• A child with a rich environment,

interesting experiences and sorting

(categorizing activities) this is helping

the child to build patterning tools.

• Prediction is how the brain forecasts or 

extrapolates  with the information it 

patterns. Predict  is based on past 

experience. Always.

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/how-your-child-learns-best-judy-willis/1103657974
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From the book: Willis, J. “How Your Child Learns Best: Brain-Friendly Strategies You Can Use to Ignite 
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Be aware of the concept of memory. Memory is being directly affected by digital addiction.
Excessive screen time impacts the growing brain (needed for literacy 5), because it affects
neuroplasticity.

Rote 

Memory

Long-Term

Memory
Relational

Memory

• Rote memory is simply 

memorizing and soon 

forgetting facts that are 

often of little personal 

interest.

• There are no neural 

networks  (patterns) to 

which these un-interesting 

data can connect, so 

permanent memories are 

not constructed.

Short-Term

Memory

• It is called working 

memory

• It holds information in a 

child´s mind for less 

than a minute.

• If this information

doesn´t shift to long-

term memory it can be

lost.

• Neuroplasticity is the

process that helps

data to enter the brain 

neuronal circuits, so we 

don´t forget it.

• It is created when 

short-term memory is 

strengthened through 

review and meaningful 

association with 

existing patterns and 

prior knowledge.

• This is the reason why

reading is crucial

• This consolidation 

results in a physical 

change in the structure 

of neuronal circuits.

• It takes place when 

your child links new 

information to 

something he already 

has stored in this 

memory.

• Pattern recognition

strategies help the 

children brain to make 

those links and 

construct permanent 

relational memories.

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/how-your-child-learns-best-judy-willis/1103657974
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Each and all of these activities can be taught by parents to kids since birth: through
multiple activities.  
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Observe

Study

Analyze

Compare
Understand

(Reflect)

Hypothesize

Test 
multiple 
contexts

Discern Search

Select

Filter

Read 
thoroughly

Infer & 
critique

Reflect

Provoke 
or 

Dampen

Extrapolate

(Discern)

interconnected

interconnected

Framework designed by Eleonora Escalante Strategy.
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The description of OECD Literacy Report https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/education/skills-matter_1f029d8f-en
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https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/education/skills-matter_1f029d8f-en


OUR TEAM

Eleonora Escalante
CEO-Founder
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Eleonora Escalante 
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Eleonoraescalantestrategy@gmail.com
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